Using supervised fuzzy clustering to predict protein structural classes.
Prediction of protein classification is both an important and a tempting topic in protein science. This is because of not only that the knowledge thus obtained can provide useful information about the overall structure of a query protein, but also that the practice itself can technically stimulate the development of novel predictors that may be straightforwardly applied to many other relevant areas. In this paper, a novel approach, the so-called "supervised fuzzy clustering approach" is introduced that is featured by utilizing the class label information during the training process. Based on such an approach, a set of "if-then" fuzzy rules for predicting the protein structural classes are extracted from a training dataset. It has been demonstrated through two different working datasets that the overall success prediction rates obtained by the supervised fuzzy clustering approach are all higher than those by the unsupervised fuzzy c-means introduced by the previous investigators [C.T. Zhang, K.C. Chou, G.M. Maggiora. Protein Eng. (1995) 8, 425-435]. It is anticipated that the current predictor may play an important complementary role to other existing predictors in this area to further strengthen the power in predicting the structural classes of proteins and their other characteristic attributes.